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Uncommon Sense

Break
the

Ice
Find new ways
to start up a
conversation

While ridiculed
in some circles,
online dating services
are actually a

pretty good
option

for meeting new women.
you will develop your own approach and
rhythm, and the process will gradually
become less awkward. And then just watch
the women swarm.

Q

uestion: Dr. Firestein, I am a widas a few people who respond. It is not perow in my 70s and in good health. I
sonal, so please don’t interpret it that way.
just relocated to the area to be
People fail to respond for a huge variety of
close to my daughter and her
reasons that have nothing to do with you.
husband and family. I live alone in my own
Another option is to pursue activities
apartment. Until this year, I lived in a small
with groups who share similar interests.
town with lots of friends I have known all
Dr. Beth Firestein
This allows connections to develop in a
Licensed Psychologist
my life. I am lonely, but I have no idea how
more natural way. Becoming friends with
to get settled in a new community and
people in a group and noticing who you
make friends other than my family.
uestion: Dear Beth, I need help in click with and who notices you gives you
Answer: First of all, welcome to the area.
getting conversations going with
time and a degree of comfort that may
Moving is a big deal even when you have
women. I am an OK-looking,
allow you to approach a new friend or
family in the area. Often our adult children
slightly shy 43 year-old male, and
dating partner with more confidence.
are busy with their own lives, and it can be
going to bars and stammering to women
Other ways to meet new people include
about their eyes just isn’t cutting it anymore. coffee shops, introductions through mutual hard to get as much quality time with them
as you might like. When moving to a new
My problem is that I have trouble firing up
friends, taking your dog to the dog park,
area, we often have a variety of needs.
conversations when I first meet women. I
working out at the gym — almost anything
always feel like I might be an annoyance by you do with regularity that allows for freeOne need is to become familiar with the
even approaching them. As a woman, what dom to make casual conversation are good area and find the basic resources you need:
advice would you give to me? When and
the nearest grocery store, the post office, a
options for forming new connections.
where is it OK to approach women? And
physician, a dentist, a place to exercise and
Regarding the issues you raised about
what do I say?
take classes — even finding someone you
awkwardness and how to begin conversatrust to do your hair can be a challenge.
Answer: Your problem is very common. tions with new people, there are multiple
Your family members can certainly help
In spite of the images promoted on televistrategies. Joining a mixed gender discusyou identify some of these resources, but
sion advertisements of suave men that
sion group, attending a communication
you may have preferences that are different
women swarm over, this is not really the
workshop, or even joining a group like
from theirs and that is perfectly fine.
experience of most men. While some peo- Toastmasters will give you opportunities
Another aspect of relocating to be near
ple are shy and others are more extroverted to develop these skills and a degree of
family is working out how much time you
and gregarious, there are many people who confidence.
might expect to spend with your adult
feel uncomfortable and confused when
With respect to specific subjects and
trying to make connections with women
approaches to starting conversations, begin children and grandchildren and what kind
of time you might share with each other.
they might want to befriend or date. This
with the easiest communication of all — a
Will you get together primarily on birthdays
is certainly true of women as well.
genuine smile. If you are standing near
and holidays? Have dinner weekly (or
Bars and nightclubs are some of the least someone you want to talk to you can
every other week or once a month) and do
ideal places to try and strike up new conalways talk about the
nections. Fortunately, there are a lot of alweather (such a cliché,
ternatives. While ridiculed in some circles,
but still useful), things
online dating services are actually a pretty
happening in the imgood option for meeting new women.
mediate environment
Initiating contact through written corre(“I really like this
spondence can be considerably less intimi- park, especially in
Dr. Beth Firestein is a licensed psychologist.
dating for people who feel shy or awkward. the summer”), or
She has 24 years of therapy experience and
When a connection progresses to the
small compliments
has practiced in Loveland for over 14 years.
decision to meet one another, you already
directed to the person
She may be reached by calling her office at
have some idea of what the person is like
you are wanting to
and how you can communicate with one
connect with (be
970-635-9116, via e-mail at
another. If you go this route, just keep your careful not to go
firewom@webaccess.net, or by visiting
expectations modest. Know that you are
overboard or be too
www.bethfirestein.com.
likely to get a lot of non-responses, as well
personal). In time,
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